1. When a patient comes to you for a second opinion on an orthodontic diagnosis, how do you proceed?

There was a broad consensus on second-opinion consultations. Ninety-two percent of the respondents mentioned all, or a combination of, the following factors:

• A completely independent evaluation of the patient’s condition, without being influenced by the initial clinician’s findings. Most respondents did not want to know the details of the previous treatment plan—treatment of choice, fee, or projected length of treatment.
• Appropriate diagnostic records (requesting that they be forwarded, if taken by the doctor giving the initial opinion).
• Full discussion of the reasons expressed by the patient for seeking a second opinion.
• An effort to preserve the professional reputation of the initial orthodontist. Twenty-two percent said they would mention that the previous clinician was ethical and capable.

What do you do if you disagree with the original diagnosis?

There was nearly unanimous agreement that neither the findings of the original diagnosis nor the proposed treatment plan should be criticized. The common theme was that there are various valid treatment options for any particular case, and that clinicians tend to choose the method they are most comfortable with.

Some specific comments were:

• “If the approaches have similar goals, but vary in mechanics (Herbst vs. cervical headgear and Class II elastics), then we say that it’s like taking two different roads to get to the same place, but each clinician prefers their own route. If there is a treatment decision that I believe may have a negative effect on the patient, I am a bit more direct and tell the patient that such an approach does not coincide with my treatment philosophy. But still, overt criticism is not called for.”
• “Since most of the orthodontists in my relatively small town have similar training, there’s not that much difference in treatment plans. It’s usually personality or a breakdown in communications that causes the patient to seek a second opinion.”
• “Most of my second opinions are due to problems in the initial consult. The reason patients seek a second opinion is that, for whatever reason, they don’t have faith in the original doctor’s treatment plan or office demeanor. Consequently, we go overboard to project our sincerity, competency, and commitment to patient care.”

After you give a second opinion, what percentage of patients start treatment with you, rather than with the original orthodontist?

The responses to this question generally ranged from 50-90%, with the majority reporting...
a 60-80% acceptance of their second opinions. The second clinician was seen as having the advantage of knowing why the patient was dissatisfied with the visit to the initial orthodontist, and thus being able to achieve more positive rapport. One respondent noted:

• “If a sincere patient seeks a second opinion in our office and then decides to go back to the original orthodontist, or perhaps seeks a third opinion, we want to know why. Other than price shopping, how did we fail to communicate our commitment to patient care and technical excellence? It gives us the impetus to review and improve our patient contact procedures.”

What percentages of patients seeking second opinions do you believe are shopping for lower fees, are looking for different treatment options, or have other reasons?

The replies varied markedly. Although the average respondent felt that 34% of second opinions were motivated by fee shopping, 61% of second opinions were believed to be sought because of discomfort with the initial treatment options, a compatibility problem with the first office, or a combination of these factors. A few of the respondents noted that some insurance companies require second opinions.

Additional comments on second-opinion consultations were:

• “I never rush anyone into treatment. I do not believe in the ‘one-step’ when separators are placed at the first appointment. I believe that this is why many patients seek second opinions.”

• “I think it’s unfortunate that some orthodontists do not give an alternative treatment plan—the ‘my way is the best and only way’ attitude. It really confuses patients to be so dogmatic. For example, ‘surgery is the only way’, or ‘headgear is barbaric’. Aren’t we supposed to give the patient alternative treatment plans and discuss the pros and cons?”

• “If a patient has a bad attitude or a complex or hopeless case (as multiple-opinion patients sometimes do) I might undersell my service and indirectly (or directly!) guide them back to the previous orthodontist. Life is short!”

2. What are your criteria for using cervical headgear, high-pull headgear, chin cups, and protrac- tion headgear?

Ninety-one percent of the respondents used cervical headgear, with most applications directed at the low-angle, Class II growing patient with maxillary protrusion. One-fourth of the clinicians said they used it to gain arch length by distalizing molars in the permanent or mixed dentition. However, another one-fourth said they were moving away from using cervical headgear, replacing it with other biomechanical systems such as Herbst appliances or twin block devices.

A notable percentage of the respondents (22%) did not use high-pull headgear at all, or used it infrequently. When used, it was primarily for the Class II patient displaying a high mandibular plane angle with maxillary protrusion and a tendency for vertical growth.

The preponderance of clinicians (83%) did not use chin cups. Those who did limited their application to Class III skeletal conditions in the mixed or early permanent dentition. There was a smattering of replies indicating chin cups were helpful in controlling the anterior vertical dimension when bite-opening mechanics were used.

Only 5% of the respondents used protrac- tion headgear. These appliances were limited to patients displaying maxillary deficiency to the degree that there was a Class III incisal relationship. The consistent reason for not using protrac- tion headgear was non-cooperation with instructions.

How do you check patient cooperation with headgear treatment?

All respondents who used headgear verified compliance by direct observation—signs of wear on the headgear, mobility of the molars, space opening mesial to the molars, changes in the occlusion, and the patient’s ease of placing the headgear during a routine visit. Only 2% relied on verbal assurances from the patient or parent.

About half of the clinicians had their patients keep charts of headgear wear. Nearly all involved the parents in encouraging compliance.

When asked about the effectiveness of
these methods, approximately half of the respondents thought they were effective.

What do you do about lack of cooperation?
A majority of orthodontists indicated that a change in treatment methods would be necessary, involving the use of a fixed bite corrector such as a Jasper Jumper, Herbst, Distal Jet, or distalizing magnets to take compliance out of the patient’s hands. One-third of the respondents mentioned extraction of maxillary first premolars as an alternative method to resolve a Class II case when cooperation was lacking.

Additionally, most clinicians advised the patient and parents that treatment goals could be compromised by the lack of cooperation, and placed notations to that effect in the patient’s chart. Six percent said they would inform the patient that if cooperation was not forthcoming, a surgical resolution of the Class II situation might be involved.

Do you find that the lack of progress is always related to non-cooperation?
Sixty-three percent of the clinicians said “yes”. Those who said “no” usually attributed the lack of progress to variances in growth. Nine percent thought that, in addition to non-cooperation, poor diagnosis and treatment planning were contributing factors.

Some specific comments were:
• “Some growth patterns don’t respond to our mechanics, or sometimes we are treating during a period of minimal growth where little changes can occur.”
• “Possible discomfort or the inability to adapt to headgear—even when sleeping.”
• “The results are consistent with the severity of the case. The worse the skeletal problem, the worse the progress and prognosis.”
• “You know you’re in trouble when the patient is reluctant to talk about their cooperation and appears disinterested when you’re giving them an inspirational pep talk.”

Under what circumstances do you discontinue headgear?

The majority (57%) used a treatment time standard, noting that they would discontinue headgear use after four to six months if there were no observable effect. Most clinicians said they would also discontinue headgear treatment if the patient protested against it.

Some specific remarks were:
• “After six months of pep talks, I quit. No alternatives—I just discontinue treatment.”
• “I don’t hesitate to discontinue headgear treatment if the patient throws a fit. I’d probably do the same if I had to wear one.”
• “With a total lack of cooperation, the alternatives are extractions, heavy Class II elastics, surgery, or debond and dismiss.”
• “If it’s Phase I of a two-phase treatment, I’ll discontinue treatment until the patient is a bit older, and hopefully more responsible.”

How do you insure patient safety with headgear?
Ninety-two percent of the respondents used some type of safety headgear involving breakaway straps or hooks. The vast majority also gave instructions, both written and verbal, to the patient and parents.

Individual comments included:
• “The ends of the hooks are rounded, and we stress that it’s to be used only during quiet times. No slumber parties or rough-housing while in headgear.”
• “We use a rubber stamp in the chart that says in bold letters, ‘Headgear safety instructions given’. We also highlight the safety instructions on the patient’s scorecard.”
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